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Publication in Class A
Birth, Resurrection.
The Ordeals of Initiation, 8°=3°, 5°=6°, 0°=9°: Birth.
as Bull, as Man, as Sun.
The Rituals of Initiation, 8°=3°, 5°=6°, 0°=9°: Asar.

Equilibrium: on the Cubic Stone, on the Path, and among the Shells.

Evolution: on the Cubic Stone, the Unveiling of Love.
The Supreme Unveiling (or Unveiling of Light), the Unveiling of Life, the Unveiling of Light.

The Illusions of the 3 Orders: Silence in Speech; Speech in Silence; Construction, Preservation.
The functions of the 3 Orders: Silence in Speech; Speech in Silence; Construction, Preservation.

The Magister Templi, the Adeptus, the Neophyte.